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1. Introduction 

I would like to demonstrate how widely the modern trust can be used. 
I am not thinking now of ambiguously worded documents or curious 
declarations of trusts, or of [the intentions required folr resulting trusts; 
and least of all of constructive trusts. I want to ask what a proficient 
equity draftsman can achieve if he puts his mind to it; or rather, foi  
I do not bdieve there are many, what types of disposition there are that 
he can not achieve. Such an inquiry involves looking at the basic re- 
quirements of trusts. What certainty requirements exist ? What rules 
of public p~olicy exist that limit what can be achieved ? And are such 
rules justified ? The inquiry must also extend from private trusts derived 
from the family context into trusts in a commercial context, for in that 
area the explress separation of legal and equitable interests has come to 
be of great interest in the modern law. I do noit, however, intend to 
~nclude charitable trusts, or to consider whether the rule against delega- 
tion forbids the creation of certain types of trust in wills. 

A considerable variety of expressly creatad truslts will, I bdieve, 
emerge, and then other questions follow. Do they all have the same 
conceptual nature ? Are trustees' dutie~s of administration t!he same in 
all of them? And what is the balance of power beltween the bene- 
ficiaries, the trusteas, and the court ? Specially interesting developments 
have occurred in the last area. The powers and duties which the modern 
draftsman assembles for a particular type of rrus~t have changed; the 
court has shown a greater willingness to supervise; and in some juris- 
dictions legislation has conferred on the court significant powers in 
respect of variation and termination of trusts. 

Only a brief review can be given in this lecture, but it is hoped to 
show how far the trust has travelled in recent years and how, chameleon- 
like, it can be made to serve m y  ends. 

2. The picture of,  say, thirty years ago 
First, the subject matter of a trust, which must be ascefltainable prop- 

erty. Without knowing what the subject mattar is, the trustee can not 
discharge his duties. The notion of 'property' can, however, be satisfied 
by a chose in action or an interest in remainder, even a contingenit one; 
though not apparently by future 'property' such as an expectancy, how- 
ever likely it is to arise. 
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Secondly, the objects of a trust. A .trustee needs to know who his 
beneficiaries (both concurrent and successive) are and what interests 
they take. So a certainty test applias requiring it to be possible to list 
d l  the beneficiaries at any relevant time. Their interests may be fixed, 
or they may have a mere expectation of distribultion - discretionary 
mas. 

Thirdly, the beneficial interests. They must individually be d i d  
wlthin the Rule against Perpetuities and betwen them wver the whole 
of the beneficial proprietary ownership in equity - gaps have to be 
filled by way of resulting trusts. Each inlterest is in principle assignable, 
but this will nolt always be practicable, for instance in the case of trusts 
for employees or club members while $hey remain such. And dis- 
cretionary trusts are generally nat easy to fit into the structure in 
principle or in practice. 

Fourthly, the tmst must be for persons. Only if it \is charitable can 
there be a trust for purposes, though there are a few anomalolus ex- 
cepltiom. 

Fifthly, the beneficiaries can between them terminate, but not vary, a 
trust. This is not possible, however, if one or more of the benefioiaries 
is unborn, a minor, or of uns~ound rnind. It may also be impradicable 
or undesirable to terminate discretionary trusts, which are sometimes 
linked to protective trusts designed to protect a beneficiary against the 
consequences of bankruptcy. 

Sixthly, although a trust is mandatory overall on the trustees, only 
some of thair particular duties are mandatory in the sense that they must 
be carried out, the duty to distribute income for instance. Many powers 
and duties are discretionary, and though they must always be considered 
and exercised in a fiduciary manner, breach is nlot easy to establish. 
Trustees can decide on them without consulting the heficiaries, who 
can not insist on knowing the trusted reasons for their exercise or noa- 
exercise. The balance of power is decidedly in Ithe favour of trustees. 

These rules, derived from the family trust of earlier cemturies, pro- 
vided a method both of validating and of controlling trusts within 
acceptable limits. Given those limits, the duties and discretions of 
trustm were clear and comprehensible. The question is, hour much of 
them remain ? 

B q m d  the 'trust, however, is the power 04 appointment. Here a 
donee d a powar may olr may not exeraise a dispositive power given to 
him to confer a benefit on a range of possible objects. If he decides 
not to do so, no-one can c m p l A .  Indeed the donee can release the 
p e r  by indicating that he will never exercise ilt - something a ttrustm 
with hi's fiduciary duty to consider his discretions from time to time csln 
never do. Hence, the traditionnal pictulre does not exclude non-fiduoiary 
discretions, hoiugh it keeps them within the confines of the powa of 
appointmat. 
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3. How much remaim of the certainty of object requirement ? 
(a) This is a difficult topic, but it is where a sltart has (to be made. 

If a settler wishes his benefidaries to share equally or in defined pro- 
portions, the trustee must be able to compile a complete list of them. 
Olthemise, he cannot do his division. No departure should be made 
from this rule, for it implements what the settlor has himself required. 
The onus of proof on those who wish to establish the validity of such 
trusts by proving that a complete list can be compiled is nolt however an 
unduly high one.1 

(b) Bult this is niot the d y  option open to a settlor. If he is willing 
20 ddegate to others the task of distribution amlong a range of bene- 
ciaries, he is not required to satisfy the list test A different test, 
derived from special powers of appolintmen~t, applies. Can you say 04 
anyone in the world thait he is within or without the range? This test 
has been developed in the context of trusts within companies. In Re 
Baden's Deed Trusts,2 a settttlolr direoted disltribution of a fund at the 
absolute discretion of the trustees among the 'officers and empiloyes olr 
ex-officers' [of his erstwhile family company] and 'relatives and de- 
pendants of any such persons'. Such a direction would not satisfy the 
complete list test, but it was held valid under the inlout test. There has 
to be conceptual certainty in the definition of the group to blenefit, but 
it was thought $hat 'relatives and dependants' were colncep~tually certain 
- though 'friends' for instance might nat be - and that, given con- 
ceptual certainty, the administrative problems of the trustees would not 
be unduly difficult. There was a context, namely 'the company, and 
absolute discretion as to who is to benefit and by how much. The 'size 
of the problem' was manageable. The range of plossible beneficiaries was 
nolt lhinfinite, and evidenitiary or other uncertainties at the fringes would 
not matter. 

This is a task wi~th which trustees can be entrusted. They must 'make 
such a survey of the range of objects or polssible beneficiaries as will 
enable them to carry out fiheir fiduciary duty'.s The scope of the survey 
is relative to the range of the polssible baneficiaries, a sliding scale in 
faot; the smaller the group, the molre rigorous the survey, the more 
Muse  the group, lthe less rigorous the survey. Validity thus depnds on 
what is feasible; what trustees can do, they nee~d nolt be pirevented from 
doing. Theoretical difficulties of control ought not to stand in the way; 
though in my view practical ones should. 

The use of this typa of trust has inoreased in recent years for tax 
reasons. The beneficiaries lose their fixed interest guarantee for lan 

1 The modern statement of the rule is to be found in ZRC v. Broadway 
Cottages Trust [I9551 Ch. 20, itself a case on discretronary trusts hence no 
longer an authority on its own facts. C r o e  J. in Re Saxone Shoe Co.'s Trust 
Deed [I9621 1 W.L.R. 943, 954-5, explains the onus of proof point, again 
however in the context of discretionary trusts for employees. 

2 [I9711 A.C. 424; [I9731 Ch. 9. In  the House of Lords, the case is named 
McPhail v. Doulton. 

3 [I9711 A.C. 424,457 per Lord Wilberforce. 
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expectation of receiving more from a fund less mulcted by taxation. And 
the sewlor and fhe trustees are provided wilth a device of astonishing 
flexibility. Tbe settlor can indicate &at each beneficiary must rewive 
smsthing, but he need not. This can apply to capital and income. He 
can give the trustees a power to accumulate income. He clan provide 
far gifts in default of exercise of thejir powers by trustees. I t  d m  not 
matter what the mixture of duty and discretion is, so long as it is f a s -  
ible for it to be carried out. 

There need to be some limits to this, however. First, from the poiint 
af view of the court. Ultimately the truslt must be suscep@iblle to control 
by the court. Re Baden's Deed Trusts showed the court to be willing to 
meet this need in a generally flexible manner, butt the court may be less 
~illiing to do so where there is an express or implied duty to distribute, 
as distinct from a mere fiduciary pcrwelr to distribute, among a diffuse 
group4 This would be tme particularly of discretionary trusts with no 
gift over. For such a trust to be initially valid, an additional requirement 
of something resembling a 'class' may be required in addi~tilon to the 
inlout test being satisfied, in order to make the trust 'adminisltra%ively 
wolrkable7.5 It mlay also be true that the court will rduse its aid to the 
enforcement of what it regards as capricious trust objewts so that such 
a trust also will be invalid ab initio.6 

But it is possible and, I think, preferable, to see some aspelcps from 
the point of view, not of the court, but of the trustees. If there is to be 
a rule, there is a lot to be said for one tha~t requires a discretion given to 
trustees to be ablout an issue to which they can put their minds in a 
fiduciary manner. The range of beneficiaries may be capricious or so 
wide that, without narrowing it down, there seems no rational way of 
sdeating within lit. Thaft iitself mlay be sufficient reason why a Itrust is 
void ab initio; and would apply to mere powers vested in trustees as well 
as to trust powers. If so, a rule merges that a capricious or irrational 
power of distribution can be given only to non-fiduciary dloneeis of a 
power, who can of course decide to release it, and where no question oif 
enforcing it will ever arise. A simple example might be a (trust for 
'bearded students in the University of Tasmanlia'. This would pass the 
certainty test but gives no indication of why some bearded students 
should be seleoled rather than othcrs. bord Wilberforce's example of 
the 'residents of Greater London" may be getting at  the smme idea; and 

4 In his Discretionary Trusts, 2nd ed., 3-4, 37-8, D r  Hardingham distinguishes 
'trust power' and 'mere power' on t,he basis of the abscnre or presence of 
takers in default of appointment. But there is no established uniformity of 
usage. I n  some cascs too, a trust power in respect of income will be coupled 
with a gift ovcr of rapital. Also, a mere power may Ibe follo~ved by a gift 
ovcr of capital to  a very diffuse class. It is difficult in the light of the 
developments t o  see equitable property placed in all cases as neatly as  
D r  Hardingham suggests it is, either in those amongst whom a power must 
be exercised or in those entitled in default. 

5 [I9711 A.C. 424, 457 ner Lord Wilberforce. This is where the 'residents of 
Greater London' dictum occurs. 

6 This is suggested by Templeman J. in Re Manisty's Settlement El9741 Ch. 
17, 27. 

7 [I9711 A.C. 424,457. 
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so may Templem~an J.'s reference to a group which is 'an accidental 
conglomeration of persons who have no discernible link with the settlor 
olr an institultion'.S In such cases, where there is nolthing in the trust 
deed or in relevant external evidence to gulide the trustees, the trus'tees 
could only go about their task in a rational manner by inventing criteria 
for themselves, such as poverty or blindness among London residents. 
But this is nolt what the settlor has provided and so would nolt be a 
fiduciary manner of exercising the larger discretion that he has in fact 
given them. 

If this approlach is right, there is no additional requirement as such 
for the initial validity of trusts containing a duty to distribute. It is still 
a matter of feasibility, plus an overall capacity in the court to conitrol. 

(c) Let us now lolok at another option available +to a sattlor. He can 
direct his trustees rhat the beneficiaries of his trust are to be found listed 
in Schedule B of the trust deed; he can then direct their attention to 
persons or institutions or groups listed in Schedule C and instruct the 
trustees to consider froin time to time whether any of them should be 
added as beneficiaries into Schedule B. The beneficiaries at any one time 
will be known, so there is no problem about certainlty of objects. But 
how significant is the existence of a Schedule C ? In Re Manisty's Set- 
tlement,Q Templleman J .  held that it is not significant, and that trustees 
can Ire empowered to add anyone they choose to Schedule B. Schedule 
C is not essential, though a Schedule A will be in order to list those 
who, for tax reasons, must never be added to Schedule B, for instance 
the settlor himself. Again, it is feasibility that matters. If the trustees 
indicate that they can follow the trust provisions, Why stop them ? Thus 
!in the case itself, the settlor's molther was added to Schedule B. But 
Templeman J. did not go so far as to say that such a power would be 
valid if its exercise was mandatory.10 

What does this conclusion do for the certainty of objects requirement ? 
It  is true that rhe membership of Schedule B is known, so there is cer- 
tainty of thojse who are eligible to benefit under the trust at any one 
time. But it is equally true that the trustees' power, subject only to 
fiduciary considerations, is to select potential beneficiaries. This is s 
far remwe indeed from trustees ohoosing frlom among beneficiaries 
selected by the settloir. 

(d) But the sattlor's options go even beyond that. In Re Manisty's 
Settlement there was a Schedule B to provide some fiduciary guidance 
to the trustees. How essential is a Schedule B ? Again, the answer is 
that it is not essential at all. 

8 119741 Ch. 17, 27. 

9 119741 Ch. 17. 

10 119741 Ch. 17, 29. 
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In Re Hay's Settlement Tnuts,ll Megarry V.C. held valid a power 
conferred upon trustees to distribute assets of a trust among anyone in 
the world save those listed in a Schedule A. That would not enablle the 
trustees to apploint themselves as beneficia~ies, unless such a power was 
expressly conferred,lZ but that and Schedule A apart, they could appoint 
generally, and it can not be said that they have 'anything like a class' 
to judge by. Yet rhey have a duty to consider exercising such a power 
in a fiduciary manner, and presumably cannot release it. Thare is little 
or nothing for them to consider in a fiduciary capacity, bat this only 
reflects the low level in such a case of the duty on the sliding scale, and 
is not a ground folr invalidity ab initio. The p~inciple is still, lat them 
gat on with it. But in practice it comes down to trustees selecting bene- 
ficiaries. As with Templeman J., however, Megarry V.C. was careful to 
indicate that such a power might no4 be valid if its exercise was man- 
datoryl3 - and the trust deed included a gift over in default in favour 
of a small specific class. 

(e) So far no Australian authority has been cited. Yet the next case 
to be discussed, Horan v. James,l4 is not only Australian, bult may have 
taken the settler's options even further. For, unlike Templeman J. and 
Megarry V.C., netither Helsham J. nor the Court of Appeal of New 
Soulth Wales had doubts aboult applying the feasibility approach to 
powers of almost unlimited width vested in trustees without any gift 
over in default of their exercise, so that the trustees were expected to 
exercise them, and no9 just consider doing so in a particular context. The 
provision in Horan v. James could scarcely in fact have been wider. 
The testator devised his residuary estate to his trusttees 'with power to 
pay andlor transfer the same to whomsoever they shall mutually decide' 
olrher than his ex-wife and with a hope that his sons also would not be 
benefited. There was an express provision dealing wilth dissent among 
the trustees, and no gift over. All four judges held that such a provi- 
sion would be valid in a deed, but in the Court of Appeal (reversing 
Helsham J. on *his point only) it was held invalid as a failure to exercise 
testamentary power. 

If this is right, a trust deed can provide for the beneficiaries to be 
chosen by the trustees, coupled with a direction to exclude just a few 
persons or institutions, and the trusltees must nolt only consider how to 

11 [I9521 1 W.L.R. 202. Such powers are known as 'intermediate' or 'hybrid' 
as distinct from 'special' (i.e. among a specified group). Powers given to  
trustees which might seem to be 'general' (i.e. unrestricted) are necessarily 
hybrid as they can not appoint to themselves without express authority. 
Calcino v. Fletcher [I9691 Qd. R.8 is not right on this point. 

12 R e  McEwen [I9551 N.Z.L.R. 575, approved in Horan v .  James [I9821 2 
K.S.W.L.R. 376, 378. If this is done, the line between a trust and a gift 
becomes rather technical. 

13 [I9821 1 W.L,.R. 202, 213-4. 
14 [I9821 2 N.S.W.L.R. 376, I n  his unreported judgment, Helsham J. says 

'Certainty is here rendered sufficiently certain by the ability of the trustees 
to excise from the whole world all persons or bodies that might have the 
remotest connection with the testator's ex-wife, and choose from what was 
left'. 
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do so, but must do so. They can not release themselves from the obli- 
gation, and if they fail to carry it out, the court will appojint other 
trustees who will. The court does not seem to apprmiate how much 
further this goes than Hay. It  is not only the almost undiluted sdwtion 
d beneficiaries by trustees but, through the court's willingness to replace 
trustees, an ultimately enforceable obligation to select. The caplauity of 
the coupt to control the obligation also needs further elucidation and 
consideration. Hutley J.A. seems to think that there will always be 
someone to bring the matter before the court and postulates next-of- 
kin.l5 Yet it will be in their i~iltarest to argue that the trusft is void, so 
that the policemen take. The difficulties are no less in a disposition 
inter vivos. Where there is no gift over, will it be the settlor himself ? 
And what happens in the a s e  of a residuary provision, in a will or a 
d a d ,  in favour of a very diffuse class ? 

Even if we agree with the extension of Hay to displositions involving 
the duty to distribute, rhat should not allow the overall capacity of the 
court to control to be overlooked. Like feasibility, in the end it is a 
question of faut. Unltil it is considered more thoroughly, I would doubt 
the wisdom of putting full reliance on Horan v. James. 

(f) Is there anything at all left of the certainty of objects requirement 
far inter vivos truslts ? On the basis suggested above, the answer must 
ba Yes, if you want distribution in equal or specified proplortions; but 
otherwise No. Though in consequence, greater significance must attach 
to feasibility and control as requisites for validity ab initio. 

Does such a view consign Lord Wilberforce's 'residents of Greater 
London' diutum to oblivion ? As a test of certainty, the answer would 
seem to be, Yes. But as a limit on what trustees can be required to do, 
No. If you want to demand of trustees that they considar their discretion 
to appoint from among a class in a fiduciary manner, you must prescribe 
a class from which they can appoint rationally, whether it be a mere 
power or a trust plower. If you want an irrational class, you can only 
give the discretion to appoint to a non-fiducriary, who can release it. 

Yet you aan under Hay confer on trustees a fiduciary powar to appolint 
on a virtually open-ended basis without any requirement of a class. 
The conclusion must be this - that a settlor only attracts a certainty 
requirement by wanting to do specific things. Equality among bene- 
ficiaries and he must provide a list; a class to be appointed from rational- 
ly, and the class must be rational. But if he wants neither of those things, 
he is not blsund to provide a list or a class, and the trust (certainly if 
it is a mere fiduciary power that is involved) is still valid. That is a 
long way from the traditional view rhat the settlor must set out 'the 
metes and bounds' of his trust. 

Astonishment must not conceal the achievement, however. The 
extremes cvf Horan v. James do not reflect the main gain, which is to 

15 The passage in Hutley J.A.'s judgment at 379 on which this is based is 
not wholly clear. 
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provide a degree of initerchangeability between capital and income15a 
and total discretion to provide for the needs of families as and when 
rhey arise. As capiital taxation grows, the gain may well be seen to 
outweigh the theloretical difficulties. 

4. How much remains of some other basic propositions of the older 
trust law ? 

(a) The rule about subject matter should also, it can be largued, 
descend from the leve'l of doctrine to that of feasibility. There would 
then be no terrible obstacle to allowing a trust declared in respect of 
future 'property' before it came into existence to take effect, as intended, 
on it coming into existence. A trust takes effec-t in such circumstances if 
value is present, and the relquirement of value does nolt seem essential if 
rhe declaration was intended to have immediate and continuing effect 
(as distinct from being only a promise to give). Neither would equity 
be perfecting a gift in favour of a volunteer, for the gift need not be 
regarded as imperfect. This development has noit yet occurred, how- 
ever, leaving us with a number of difficulties.16 

Some movemenlt has occurred though in respect of gifts of 'what is 
left'. If I give $20,000 in my will to my old gardensr, apparently ab- 
solutely, but add 'and what is left at his death to go to X charity', must 
this fail, even though the old gardener scarcely survives probate and the 
$20,000 is clearly available? Technically the subject-maltter was all 
expendable, but in the event the gift over is feasible. Brightman J. in 
Ottoway v. Norman17 opens the door a little way in such cases, but 
doctrine has it that an absolute gift can not be cut down and thalt whlat 
I ought to have done to achieve my wishes was to confer a life interest 
folllowed by a remainder coupled with a right to encroach on capital.ls 
But if my wishes can be achieved in this way, why should they not also 
be achieved, in a case where it is feasible, by treating certainty of subjeut 
matter as less than mandatory ? 

(b) It can also be suggeslted that the rule forbidding non-charitable 
purpose trusts should be by-passed. If the impersonal object of a dis- 
position is sufficiently certain, if the d1isposiltion is to last for only a 
limited period, say twenty-one years, if there is a gift over after the 
end of that period, why need the disposition be invalid ? Vested in 
trustees it would be a fiduciary power and not releasable slo per'haps 
capricious or useless powers should be held void ab initio; vested in 
donees it would noit be fiduciary and so releasable, hence voidness a b  
initio on such grounds might not be necessary. Let the trustees olr donees 
get on with ilt; subject to there being residuary beneficiaries able to 
bring maladministration cyr non-administration before the court. In 
Canada, legislation validating these trusts as powers is already in effect.19 

15a Some modern trusts go further and provlde almost total interchangeability. 
16 E.g. R e  Cook's Set t lement T ~ Z L S ~ S  [I9651 Ch. 902 and Le Compte  v. Publzc 

Trurtee [I9831 2 N S W.L R. 109. 
17 [I9721 Ch 698. 713. 
18 Of. R e  Cornstock [I9181 VL.R. 398 and R e  Rollings (1974) 9 S.A.SR. 418. 
19 Ontarlo Perpetuitzes Act, R.S.O., 1980, s. 16. 
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In England and Australia, purposes can at the present time be furthered 
by gifts over from one beneficiary to another within the limits of the 
Rule against Perpetuities or in perpetuity by making bolth beneficiaries 
charitable institutions.20 If what you wish can be achieved in these 
strange ways, why not make it more straightforward and open, but 
limited in duration ? 

It  may be that dispositions for purposes, drafted as powers, would 
already be upheld, though no case authoritatively decides this. Goff J. 
in Re Denley's Trust Deed" took a step in the right direction, however, 
by deciding that a trust for employees restricted within the perpetuity 
period, and followed by a gift over, was valid evan though the empdoyees 
were only enabled to enjoy the subject matter of the trust, a field, for 
recreation. If that purpose, coupled with persons, can be furthered 
through trusts or powers, why not other purposes so coupled ?22 Then, 
one can add, why are the persons essential to validity if the disposition 
is oltherwise feasible ? And finally, would not a power to appoint drafted 
as in Hay, but restricted to specified educational purposes only and within 
perpetuity, be as feasible as Hay itself ? 

(c) There has also been a departure from the traditional conceptual 
picture. How many trusts to-day can be said to have individual assign- 
able beneficial interests rhat between them cover the toltality of bene- 
ficial ownership ? Trusts for employees, discre'tionary trusts generally, 
the wide dispositions held valid in recent years, just do not fit the old 
picture. It is difficult to see where equitable 'properlty' lies in some of 
them. The House of Lords saw the difficulty in Gartside v. Z.R.C.,23 
but did nolt let it deter them in the tax context. Neither did the difficulty 
deter the judges in Hay or Horan v. James. Equitable 'property' either 
has no significance or is allocated somewhere to avoid it seemling to be 
in trustees. Possibly it is better to regard it as in suspense or under the 
control of the court in a manner analogous to rhat of property during 
administration by executors.24 As for property, so folr assignability. With 
the expansion of discretionary trusts, the practicability of assignment has 
diminished - see Baden and Manisty for instance - and in the Hay 

20 The Rule in Chrzst's Hosprtal v G~azizger (1849) 1 Mac. $ G 460 produces 
blzane results as in Re Lopes 119311 2 Ch. 130 and 1.1 indefensible. Dr 
J. H. C. Morris po~nted t o  it  as the last survlvlng method of creating a n  
unbarra~ble entail: Rule agaznst Perpeturtzes (2nd ed.) p. 194. 

21 119691 1 Ch. 373. Again, d~fficnlties can be imagined What happens ~f the 
field is compulsor~ly acqulred for a new road and compensation paid ? 
There are also more object~ons t o  purpose trusts imposed on land, which 
should 1n principle always be alienable, than on purpose trusts Imposed on 
funds. 

22 This may be happening already - see Hay 119821 1 W.L R. 202, 204. Trusts 
for only the education of clliltiren mithin family or company contexts are 
probably supportable too. Does the principle extend to  spendthrlft-type 
trusts ? And cf Glbson J. in Carrctas Rotlzrnans r F M T  [I9851 1 811 E.R. 
155, 164, 166 - very wide statements that may or may not affect non- 
commercial situations. 

23 [19681 A.C. 553. 
24 See Carreras Rothman v. FMT [I9851 1 All E R. 155, 166, quoting from 

Megarry V.C.; and cf. n. 4 a b o ~ e .  Assignabllitv seems conlpatible 7~1th 
there being no equitable property in R e  Lezgh's Tt7a11 TTUS~S El9701 Ch. 277. 
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context clearly does not exist at all. It is also difficult to see how the 
rule d termination of a trust by unanimous consent can operate (in some 
d these cases. While in some situations it is almost too easy,Z4a in others 
it does not seam practicable at all. Perhaps the Variation of Trusts 
proceduras can deal with the problem, butt this also is not too clear. It 
is a long way from the older type of discrdionary trust for incornpatent 
relatives and the disabled. 

5. What rules of public policy limit the creation of trusts ? 
Nothing illegal is allowed of course, butt trusts for individuals rarely 

are illegal, slave in cases of fraud or tax evasion, and even there the 
issue may be made to turn on how events turn out. If purpose trusts are 
made generally valid, a rule based on illegal or useless objects or objects 
in conflict with public policy will be required, butt that is not yet the 
position. Frequently, policy has degenerated into technical drafting. It 
is difficult to detect any overall policy governing $he deoisions made 
under the rules against inaiienability and indestructability for instance, 
and their impingement is erratic.25 

More importantly, there is the role of the Rule against Farpetuities 
to consider. The rule limits the period within whidh beneficial interests 
under trusts and powers may be made to commence in the future. But 
since the introduction of 'wait and see' provisions, the rule affects fewer 
dispo~sitions ab initio. The rule seems quite basic, yet Canada has com- 
menced its abdition.26 The rule is extremely complex, has bwn made 
more so by attempts to reform it, and frequent resolrt has b e n  made 
to artificial devices such as 'lives' clauses (used in R e  Denley's Trust 
Deed for example) to amid it. Few sdtlors these days provide in detail 
how succeeding generations are to enjoy a single large capital sum, for 
in mast jurisdiotions capital taxation will reduce it too much. Even if 
a settlloir does so provide, if the beneficiaries dislike what ha has done, 
the court can be asked to vary it under Variafion of Trusts Act pro- 
cedures, in effect splitting the capital up. The 'wait and see' rule in 
faot merely alters the actuarial calculations. So why keep i t?  Though 
it does in my view need to be retained in one area, m d y  ta pirevent 
conditions subsequent enjoying p r p t u d  validity, a p i a l l y  when 
attached to charitable gifts. Any policy bahind its ofther aspacts can be 
dealt with more simply, a point to which I shall return. 

Provisionally, we can conclude that not many rules based on publllic 
policy are needed to limit the creation ab irritio of trus'ts. 

24a (3. R e  Trafford's Settlement [I9851 Ch. 32 and n. 45 below. 
25 What is the real policy, if any, in Congregational Union of N e w  South  

Wales v. Thistlethtcayte (1952) 87 C.L.R. 375 ? And cf. n. 21 above. See 
generally Ford and Lee : Principles of the Law of Trusts, Ch. 7. 

26 Perpetuities and Accumulations Act 1983 (Manitoba). The Law Reform 
Committee of South Australia in its 73rd Report (1984) suggests the adop- 
tion of similar legislation. See further below a t  text accompanying notes 43-5. 
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6. Developments in 'commercial' areas 
(a) The word 'commercial' is used loosely. ?The trust mechanism has 

proved usdul for a n u m k  of modern institutions - plansion trusts, 
invwtmemt tmlsts of various types, trading trusts, trusts in whliclh nomi- 
nees hold securities. The duties diiffer greatly between them, being 
minimlal in the lavt mentioned example, comiderablle in the first, more 
specialized in the investmen't context. The single characterisltic @hey all 
possess is the delibate separation of the legal and beneficial inlterests in 
proprty in order to further managerial or administrative convenience. 
Beneficial interests reppasent very different situations in reality. In the 
nominee situation, the bmeficiary has virtually the righits of an absolute 
owner, a very diffe~nt situation from that wlhiah prevails under a pension 
trust deed. In this area then, the isollation of a legal interest in trustees 
does not determine the qualities of the equitable interests beneath theun, 
in particular the manner in which the relations~hip between trustee and 
beneficiary is worked out in practice. There is nothing undesirable in all 
this - the conccapt of the trust, though widened, is being employed to 
gofad ends. E converso, since the lead given by Brightman L.J. in Con- 
servative Central Ofice v. B~rre11,~7 trust conwpts are nolt k ing f o d  
on to factual situations for which they are inappropriate, such as the 
funds of unincorporated assmistions colntrolled in pracbive by meetings 
of the members, and for which agency and m d a @ e  we better explana- 
tions. 

(b) Considerable problems arise however in relation 90 the e x p ~  
injection of the trust relationship into commerciai contrzts. 

Re Kayford28 concerns a successful attempt by the directors of a 
company experiencing liqutidity problems to proltect itihdr limited liability 
While continuing to keep the company rrading. T'he company ran a mail 
order business, and it was decided by th~e complany - those ordering 
the goods did not know of the arrangement - that paymenlts in by 
those ordering goods should be held in a tm& accounlt for the payom 
until the goods were dispatched. Only when the latter event occurred, 
did equitable property in the money payments pass to the company. 
Megarry J. held thaft the requ~irireme~ts of a truslt were satisfied and that 
such payments in were validly subjected to a trust by their recipient. An 
argument could be raised un fraudulent prefe~ences, but @he intention 
was to receive mcrney from the payors only on the basis fhat they never 
were general cradiltors. At least the aim of the directors - 90 avoid 
early closure - was praiseworthy. 

The (aim in Bwclays Bank v. Quistclose Investmentsz9 may well have 
been less praiseworthy. One company lends a sum 04 money to anolther 
company to enable the latter 'to pay a dividend land for no other purpolse, 

27 [I9821 2 All F.R. 1. We have moved a long way from the rigid approach 
of Vlscount Simonds in Leahy v. AG (N.S.W.) L19.591 A.C. 457; and what 
a good thing. 

28 [I9751 1 W.L.R. 279. 
29 119701 A.C. 567. The two companies were not being independently controlled. 
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and on terms that the former reoovers the money if the dlividend is not 
paid. The arrangement is couched in the language of trusb, and gives 
the former company priority on the latter's liquidahn. It is a curious 
form of trust, part purpose, part resulting, but expressly constituted and 
hdd by the House of Lords to be effective to protect what seems more 
like a commercial loan. In consequence some policy problems arise that 
raise difficult issues of registration of charges. Neverthdexs, the Quist- 
close principle was developed further in Carrerm Rothmam v. FMT.30 
The plaintiffs employed the defendants to run their adverltisement cam- 
paign, paying sums to the defendants when the latter needed it to meat 
liabilities to advertisers. The ddendanlts had a liquidity problem and the 
plaintiffs thereupon insisted on providing the ddendants with the assets 
needed to pay the advertisers only through a special amounjt which was 
not used for any other purpose. It was hdd that the assets in the special 
account did not become the defendanlt's property beneficially but were 
held by the defendants in trust for the benefit olf the advertisers and, if 
nolt in the wenlt for them, for the plaintiffs. Bath the plaintiffs and the 
advertisers had rights of enforcement against the ddendants in respeot of 
this special arrangement to discharge an antecedent debt. 

A limift exists however in respect of the requirmmt oh sepiarate 
property for a trust. This is what seems to emerge from R e  Ar~drabel l .~~ 
Under the Romalpa32 doctrine it is possible for a seller to provide for 
the retention of equitable title in himself over goods delivered to an 
hterrnediary for sale, unftil sale occurs, and then for equitable title in the 
proceeds of sale that arise in the intermediary's hands also to vest in 
himself. This device did not work in Re Andrabell, and one factor that 
led to this conclusion was that there was no obligation or expotation 
that the intermediary would keep the seller's goods or the proceeds of 
sale thereof distinct. The requirement of identifiable subject matter 
remains here of importance.33 

Both Carreras Rothmans v. FMT and Re Andrabell are dwislions of 
Gibson J., and it is interesting to see haw he approaches the issues. He 
adopts no prima facie view of strict or lxnevdenlt construction. Whether 
the requirements of the law of trusts are satisfied in these ommercial 
contexts involves no particular judicial attitude;Z4 and this is right, for 
the law of trusts cannot concern itself with the motives and ultimate aims 
of setting up a trust, short of course of fraud. The question is whether the 
requirements of a trust are satisfied, and in R e  Andrabell it was not so. 
But is Gibson J. being totally consistenlt with this objective approach, 
which was also the approach adopted by Megarry J. in R e  Kayford, 

30 119851 1 All E.R. 155. 
31 [I9841 3 All E.R. 407. 
32 [I9761 2 All E.R. 552. 
33 This issue is of importance too for bank accounts. Goulding J. seems to 

overlook it totally in Chase Manhattan v. British Israel Bank [19811 Ch. 105. 
34 [19841 3 ALL E.R. 407, 410. C.f. the similar approach of the Court of 

Appeal in Clough Mills v. Martin [I9841 3 All E.R. 982. 
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When he says in Re Andrabell that he does not 'think it helpful to analyse 
the Quistclose type o£ case in terms of the constituent parts of a ccan- 
ventional settlement7?35 

An expression of an intent to create a 'trust relationship is obviously 
not sufficient. The requirements for trusts apply. But perhaps nolt all of 
the older ones. Is that a fair summary ? How far is it from the view 
developed earlier of - if it is feasible, let the trust be valid ? It  is 
difficult to judge; but what is evident is the capacity of draftsmen to 
inject trusts into commercial contexts where the crilteria for the validity 
of trusts stand a reasonable chance of being complied with. 

(c) Further proiblems arise in the context of U.S. Surgical v. Hospitd 
Products.36 A contract between a manufacturer of goods and his ex- 
clusive distributor may need to protecit the former in the event of misuse 
of confidential information by the latter. A restraint d trade clause is 
the conventional method of so doing. But is it possible also to turn @he 
distributor into a fiduciary so that any profits that he makes in breach 
can be recovered ? Fiduciary status may be made express in the contract, 
and trust 'property' may be held to exislt either in the information itsdf 
or in any goods manufactured by the distribultor in breach. But it is 
uncertain as yet how such express clauses in a contract are to be drafted, 
and in what fashion they will attract the remedies available in equity for 
illegitimately made profits. The dificultias are adverted to by Mason J. 
and Dcane J., both of whom emphasize the importance of identifying 
the right role for trusts in con~mercial areas.37 

7. Changed patterns in adnzinistration of trusts 
The old concept was of trustees of family settlements in absolute 

control, doing the job themselves, and nolt being paid for iit. With the 
ccrmplexities thalt face such trustees today, plarticularly of tax and invest- 
ment, a considerable degree of delegation by trustees is inevitable, save 
for the smallest trusts. Frequently too, corpo~rations are appointed as 
trustees, and they will not only require to be paid for their services but 
will insist on a clause exempting them for negligence in the administra- 
tion or the 

The content 04 trust deeds has changed too. The Ir'milts placed in 
Trustee Acts on the exercise of powers by trustees are often removed in 
trust deeds leaving trustees with, in many situaltions, virtulally the pcywe~s 
of absoflute owners. Generally in this area, as  we have seen, it is the day 
of the discretion. Trusteas are given an overall task to perform and are 
provided wiith the means of accompli~hing it, subject only to fiduciary 

35 [I98851 1 All E.R. 155, 165. I t  has been alleged that Gibson J. treated the 
requirements of n trust too cavalierly: see 101 L.Q.R. 269. 

36 (1984) 55 A.L.R. 417. 
37 Sce especially at  456-7, 475. 
38 I t  trnds of course to become a cl~iestion of who pays the insurance premiums. 

In Canada it  has been proposed that leg~slation should deny effect to  such 
clauses: Ontario Report on ?'rusts 3942. This report is a mine of valuable 
information on trust adnlinlstratlon generally. 
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considerations, in the manner rhey think moist effective. Though, cor- 
relatively, the court has recently been showing signs of wanting to 
strengthen the standard of the fiduciary duty of care ordinarily to be 
expected.39 

The balance of power between trustees and beneficiaries in this area 
has not shifted so much. Trustees still have little explaining to do, and 
frequently this will be the situation intended by the settlor, and for good 
reasons. There is now however the important judgment in Karger v. 
Pau140 to provide something of a corrective. McGarvie 3. suggests that 
to review discretions 'exercised irresplonsibly, capriciously, or wantonly' 
is necessary for, without 'real and genuine consideration' of the relevant 
issues, the discretions have not been exercised bonafide Which is to say, 
not at all.41 This seems right, and what is needed is for a procedure to 
develop that will protect trustees from querulous or insistent inquiry and 
beneficiaries from irresponsibility.42 The increasing conferment of wide 
discretionary powers on trustees, not in itself a bad thing, needs to be 
accompanied by a greater ability in beneficiaries or those entitled in 
default than is provided in the nineteenth century authorities to bring 
potential cases of maladministration before the court for review. This 
may not mean so much at the Hay end of the spectrum, but will be a 
valuable safeguard in less extreme cases; and most probably corresponds 
with a settlor's expectations. 

The picture that forms is one of trustees being provided with the range 
of administrative and dispositive powers suited to the objects of their 
particular trust. This is true also of trusts developing in the commercial 
area. Within the general framework of fiduciary duties, it is very much 
a la carte. The powers of the trustees of a pension trust or an investment 
trust, the pattern of administration and of reporting to beneficiary owners 
in such trusts, the factors that will govern the discharge of the duties 
involved, will all reflect the particular circumstances and requiremenlts 
of the trust. The trust here has become a management vehicle, and the 
law of trusts has proved able to provide the mechanism of administration 
that is apposite to each need; a most considerable achievement. 

8. Duration of trusts and the court 
A [trust was traditionally considered in principle to be irrevocabje 

and invariable, but able to last only as long as the Rule against Per- 
petuities parmiltted. This is a long way from the present position and 
from trends that are now developing. Neither the settlor himself, nor 
the settlor in conjunction with the trustees, can revoke a trust. What 
distinguishes a trust is that property rights have been conferred on the 
beneficiaries which only they can agree to surrender. It is possible of 

39 Bartlett v. Barclays Bank [19801 Ch. 515. 
40 [I9841 V.R. 161. 
41 [I9841 V.R. 161, 164-5. 
42 Developments are beg~nn~ng:  see McLean v. Burns Phzlip (1985) 9 A.C.L R. 

926, 935-7. 
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coiurse to c'oafer a right of revocation on \the settl1o:r olr a sitranger ex- 
pressly, blvt this is common only in jurisdictions w'he:re #tax co~nsiderati~o~ns 
do not militate against It. The bleneficiar4es can colnsenlt lto terlmlinat!ioln or 
variation of course, but b'efore statute inltervened thlis was oalmy possible 
when d l  of ,the:m~ we!re sui juris. Variation off Trust Acts,, in place in 
mos't jurisdictions, now enable the colurt .to agree to varialti~oas on nbbeh'alf 
of the unb'orn or incaplacitated, and in this way blolth administrative 
powers can be altered and blenefioial inte~rests reldis,tributed. Even th?s 
procedure can #be disspensed with if express plowers of variation are 
conferred in the trust dee~d. 

The trust as first constituted by the settlor may therefore not last as 
long as first envisaged, but may be varied or terminated; in some calses 
with, in some cases wilhout, the; aid of the court. The 'wait and see' 
aspect of the reformed Rule against Perpetuities adds another uncerltain 
time dimension to the picture also. 

Two straightforward but drastic reforms in Canada place these changes 
in a quite new perspective. Noit only is there legislation abolishing the 
Rule against Perpet~ities,~? but there is legislation abolishing the rule 
that enables all the beneficiaries if sui juris to  agree on termination of a 

The cffcclt of this, coupled with comparatively minor amend- 
ments to the Variation of Trusts legislation, is that there is no limitation 
imposed ab initio on the duration of a truslt through the perpetuity rule, 
but that trusts can be varied or terminated, whenever appropriate, by 
the beneficiaries with the consent of the court. Neither variation nor 
termination can be achieved without the consent of the court, and the 
court will c4 course take into account the purpose of the trust in giving 
or withholding that consent. This is of particular interest in relation to 
discretionary trusts and trusts for spendthrifts. 

The rojle of (the court thus becomes central to the fulture of a trust. 
This is a huge change in emphasis. Its justification is said to lie in the 
tremendous complexity in practice of the old rules, and in the ease with 
which the technically competent draftsman can, desgite the rules, provide 
settlors with most of the limitations rhat they want. It is a change rhat 
can nolt but surprise traditional trust lawyers. Yat the arguments pre- 
sented by the Ontario Law Reform Commission are not easy to refute.45 

43 Pe~petuitics and Accumulntion Act 1983 (Manitoba). 

44 The so-callcd Rule In Snundcrs r. Vnutzer (1841) 4 Bcav. 115 is rcpealed 
In Man~toba by the Trustcp Arnendrnent Act 1983, and in Alberta by 
Trustc~ Act 1980, s. 42 (~nac tcd  In 1973). 

45 Report on the Law of Trusts (1984) Chapter 7. The argument in relation to 
Suuwdere v Vtrulte~, at  f~rst siglll the Inore surpiislny of the two changes, 
1s that terrn~nnt~on can uuially br prrventcd (eave by golng to the court 
for a variat~on) by the addltion of a g ~ f t  over The method IS artific~al 
and the results can sometimes be lnconlenlent. It is better for the settlor 
to say str~ightforwa~dly nhat 111s aims ale, and for the court to  reconcile 
them wlth the events that emerge. 
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9. Conclusion 
There is little that a proficient draftsman can not aohieve for a settler 

at the present time. Few rules affecting the initial validity of trusts really 
present an obstacle. Bult the methods of achieving what is desired are 
frequently complex, and this can obscure the justification of some rules 
Chat nevertheless are basic. What is needed is to relate those basic rules 
and the policies they further to their practical applications. It would be 
useful to (a) emphasize the capacity of the court to control trustees 
(b) validate dispositions for purposes (c) simplify the subjeot matter 
rules (d) determine more definite roles for the rules against inalienability 
and indesltructability. The future of the Rule against Perpetuities and 
the degree of the overall control over trusts by the court are wider issues. 

Generally, trusts are already providing a comprehensive service in the 
family property and the commercial areas. The validity rules do not 
prevent powers and duties being assembled to meet the needs of particu- 
lar types of trust. In the commercial area, some difficult issues have 
arisen, both of initial validity and of administration, but the policy aspects 
are not the technical ones of trusts. They are the wider ones of com- 
mercial law and the proltection of creditors. 

Calls for changes in trust law are thus not aimed so much at libcrali- 
zation of the law, for this has already occurred. The problem lies in the 
great variety a£ trusts that already exist. The less wealthy settler and 
his adviser can become lost in the possib~ilities. With this in mind, some 
are ncnv urging the preparation of modd trust provisions. As the law of 
trusts expands and provides for more and more different situations, so 
it is necessary that the central propositions and provisions should be 
clearly enunciated. 

Maitland once referred to the trust as being 'as elastic, as general as 
contract'.46 As is so &ten the case, ha was right.* 

46 Lectures on Equity (Brunyate ed., 1947) p. 23. 
* An expanded version of a lecture given on 24 July, 1985 in Hobart to  

honour the memory of the late Michael Scott. 




